
  
  

 

 

FMB SCORPIO CNC Vertical Sawing Center 

Innovative Approach of Sawing and Material Flow 

 
Pat Mooney, Inc (PMI) and FMB Background 

 Pat Mooney, Inc (PMI) Exclusive Sales and Service Center for FMB in USA 

 PMI has installed more than 4,000 FMB Band Saw Machines in the USA since 1990 

 PMI has been in the metal sawing business since 1949  

 PMI is currently in its Third Generation of Family Ownership 

 PMI stocks a wide range of Spare Parts and operates an FMB Service Department 

 

FMB Sawing Technology Background 

 FMB is located in Dalmine (Milan) Italy 

 FMB established in 1982 to design and build Precision Mitre Band Saw Machines 

 FMB has sold more than 24,000 saws worldwide since 1982 

 FMB Plant is more than 250,000 Square Feet 

 Machine Design and Continual Improvement using 3D Imaging Software 

 Machines are Designed and Built in Italy 

 FMB uses only precision fitted parts for its saw machines 

 FMB maintains an extensive inventory of spare parts 

 

FMB SCORPIO CNC Development 
SCORPIO CNC was developed to provide a unique solution for sawing longer cut lengths with opposing mitre cuts.  

The heart of this solution is the MATERIAL OPTIMIZATION Feature and Rotary Material Positioning System. 

 

Material Optimization allow SCORPIO CNC to process opposing mitre cuts while maintaining cut length. The Rotary 
Material Positioning System eliminates the need for multiple indexes normally required of saws with a gripper index 

system. This system is ideal for handling long cut lengths. Material is indexed to the cut length in one fluid motion with 

no limitation of the cut length. In addition, size of the potential remnant end has been reduced to 1-1/4”. 

 
SCORPIO’S powerful sawing head; 60 degree left and right saw head tilt; Material Optimization Software and Rotary 

Material Positioning System combine to offer a highly efficient sawing system. 

 

Technical Data: 
 

Cutting Capacity 0 Degree 45 Degree/Right 60 Degree/Right 45 Degree/Left 60 Degree/Left 

Round 20” 17-1/8” 12” 17-1/8” 12” 

Rectangle A 25” x 20” 17-1/8” x 20” 12” x 20” 17-1/8” x 20” 12”  x 20” 

Square 20” x 20” 17-1/8” x 17-1/8” 12” x 12” 17-1/8” x 17-1/8” 12” x 12” 

 

Blade Size Blade Speed Saw 

Motor 

Power 

Voltages Available Foot Print Weight 

17’6” x 1-1/4” x  .042” Variable 52-394 FPM 5.5 HP 220v/3PH 
440v/3PH 

138” x 146” 14,960 Lbs. 

 

 

Machine Base 

The heavy duty machine base supports the saw head; saw table; and Rotary Material Positioning System. The base is 
manufactured of heavy duty welded steel in a torsion free construction. The base also houses the chip conveyor, 

hydraulic unit and reservoir for the coolant unit. 

 

Work Table 
The large steel table incorporates the clamping system. The table has hardened, replaceable wear strips for long wear 

and easy maintenance. The table allows flood cleaning solution to drain properly.   



  
  

 

 

 
Material Clamping System 

The material clamping system consists of dual horizontal clamps and a vertical clamp that shifts from side to side. 

Clamping vises are controlled hydraulically and have adjustable clamping pressure. Horizontal vises open and close on 

both sides (10 mm) to accommodate bent material. All vises are full stroking to allow quick set up. 
 

Horizontal clamps have a quick release to allow for a 0 degree cutting position with increased clamping power. 

 

The vertical clamp insures material is flat in relation to the table. 
 

Saw Drive System 

The Saw Motor and inverter drive a high efficiency planetary reduction gear box. This system allows for a wide range 

of blade speeds (60-470 FPM) with most efficient transmission of power. The Drive System is 95% efficient in turning 
the HP into power. Therefore the 5.4 HP drive is converted to 5.13 HP at the cutting point. 

 

Vertical Saw Head  

The Massive Saw Head tilts left and right at a full 60 degrees. Tilt is automatic and controlled via CNC unit. The saw 
head rotates on a 6 inch diameter shaft that is hardened and ground for durability. Once the saw head reaches the 

desired position, the saw head is locked into position via hydraulic brake and pressure feed back control. 

 

Rotation of the saw head is fully programmable from the operators control panel. A mechanical stop at 60 degrees right 
and left allow for quick and accurate calibration of the saw head. 

 

Vertical Saw Head Cutting Control 

The Saw Head is designed on a 3 Degree Cant for maximum sawing efficiency. This cant translates into 20% faster 
sawing. The saw head travels on linear rails and the slide has 6 linear guides for most efficient power transmittal. 

 

Saw Head has dual controls for both cutting pressure and rate of travel. A pressure feed back gauge allows the operator 

to monitor cutting conditions. In addition, the operator control has an Electronic Display of the Cutting Rate. 
 

Saw Guide System 

The Vertical Saw Head also incorporates top and bottom saw guides. The precision guide blocks allow accurate 

sawing. Guides are carbide with a precision roller to guide the blade into the carbide guide. 
 

Bottom guide is fixed, the top guide is located on a movable guide arm. This guide arm will position automatically 

according to the diameter and cutting angle set in the program. This automatic guide arm travels on a dovetail way.  A 

magnetic band reads the position of the guide arm. Once in the proper position, the guide arm is locked hydraulically 
with pressure feed back.  

 

Automatic Machine Lubrication System 

SCORPIO CNC is free of any grease fittings. This Automatic Machine Lubrication System eliminates the need for any 
manual greasing of machine parts. The Auto Lube System keeps the machine in top operating condition without any 

operator attention. 

An alarm will alert the operator in case the unit runs low on oil.   

 
Blade Lubrication System 

This unit eliminates flood coolant. The blade lubrication system delivers cutting oil directly to the saw blade. A Special 

Band Saw Blade Nozzle System is permanently mounted to the guide block. This system improves the shop 
environment without sacrificing production or blade life. 

 

Operator Panel and HMI Unit 

The Operator Panel is located in a convenient location in front of the machine and allows the operator a clear view of 
the work area.  It is ergonomically designed and free of any cutting chips etc. from machine operation. 

 



  
  

 

HMI is located on the control panel. The Large LCD Display has a graphic function to guide the operator through set 

up of cutting programs. The Display will guide the operator to set the proper cut angle and length function for each 
required cut. 

 

Remote Programming Package – PSA 

The saw can be programmed from a PC that is connected to the machine via Ethernet or USB cable.   
CNC Control and OPTIMAZATION of Cutting Cycle 

The CNC Control is capable of holding 100 programs with 100 cutting steps in each program. Scorpio CNC allows for 

different cut lengths and cutting angles. 

As the operator enters desired cut length and cut angle, the CNC control will automatically calculate positioning of 
material to reach the desired result. 

OPTIMIZATION reduces material loss due to set up and uses fewer cuts to reach the desired result on opposing angle 

cuts. 

 
Rotary Material Positioning System (FMB Exclusive) 

This unit eliminates issues with material gripper/shuttle feed units such as long drop ends; multiple cycles and fixed 

floor requirements. The system is servo controlled for accurate cut lengths (0.001” per 12” of travel). 

 
Minimum Remnant End 1-1/4” 

Minimum Trim Cut  1-1/4” 

 

Scorpio CNC incorporates the following: 

 Heavy Duty Gear Driven Vertical Feed Roller (Index Speed 8 m/min)-Dual Units 

 Automatic Acceleration and De-acceleration of the Index Roller 

 Case Hardened; Spring Loaded Measuring Disk that is Servo Driven and encoder controlled 

 Heavy Duty Linear Guides 

 Power Driven Brush to clean material prior to measuring 

 

The above units are located on both sides of the blade to allow long cuts to be completed with a minimum drop end of 

1-1/4”. When the unit on the left side loses material, the unit on the right side of the saw blade picks up the position and 
finishes positioning the material to be cut. 

 

Other Standard Features Included with this system: 

Complete Hydraulic System and Reservoir 
Hydraulic Band Tension 

Machine Cleaning Reservoir, Pump, Hose and Applicator 

Electric Chip Conveyor and Discharge Box 

Hydraulic Driven Chip Brush 
Automatic Memorization of Start Point of the Saw Head 

Semi-Automatic Function 

Trim Cut Feature On/Off Selector Switch 

Sensor for Material Detection for Trim Cut 
Sensor for end of material condition 

Electronic Readout of Cutting Rate 

Part Counter 

Complete Diagnostics via CNC Control 
Material and Cut OPTIMIZATION 

Electrics for 220 or 440 Volt Operation, CE Controls 

 

 


